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Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie Book 13 Friday Night
Frights
12 year old Zombie is back for another hilarious and exciting adventure as he stands up to the
Minecraft mob bullies in his middle school.
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombies dad needs an
important package from the Nuclear Waste Plant delivered on the hush-hush. Zombie is
looking to make some pocket money, so he volunteers. But when some rotten mobs start to
take an interest in the package, Zombie realises this is no ordinary delivery run. Can Zombie
deliver the package in one piece or will his mission be impossible?
In this latest Minecraft adventure, 12 year old Zombie and Steve have accidentally switched
bodies and must pretend to be each other until they figure out how to switch back. Zombie
must go to human middle school and try to figure out the crazy life of a middle school kid. And
Steve has to live among the Zombies, Creepers, Skeletons and Slimes of Minecraft, while he
pretends to be a Zombie himself!"--Back cover.
Join Zombie, as he faces his biggest fears, and tries to survive the next 3 weeks at Creepaway
Camp
Zombie has to deal with one of the biggest challenges he has ever faced in his preteen life...
His feelings! Zombie is going through some really weird changes. Weirder than a 13 year old
Minecraft Zombie is used to. It's all because of these crazy things that are causing all kinds of
havoc in his life...His feelings! Will Zombie be able to get a grip? Or will his pre-teen angst get
the better of him? Jump Into this Zany Minecraft Adventure and Find Out!
Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Zombie? In the first book of this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, we get to read the diary of an actual 12 year old Minecraft Zombie.
Take a peek at what is really going on between the hollow eyes, and dead expression that we
normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft. Are Zombies really different
from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover. So, jump into this Minecraft adventure and
find out!. Diary of a Minecraft Zombie is a must-read for any kid who loves Minecraft. Kids ages
7+ can't wait to jump into to these Minecraft adventures! Get Your Copy Today!
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Take a peek into the diary of
12-year-old Zack Zombie. He is just like any other kid, except he's a lot more DEAD! Meet
Zombie's friends, Creepy, Skelee and Slimey, as well his annoying little brother Wesley. Get
ready to throw yourself headfirst into the world of Minecraft, mould, mucous and maggots with
the first four books in this best-selling series!
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombie and his friends are
up to their old tricks, giving each other outrageous dares. To prove that he snuck into the
Witchs house to finish his dare, Zombie grabs an old Diamond off a back shelf. But when he
emerges, his friends can no longer see him... and they are not playing a prank. Zombie is
invisible! Will anyone ever be able to see Zombie again, or will the curse of the stolen diamond
ruin his life forever?

Ever wonder what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Zombie is all over this snow
thing. In fact, he is so confident in his wicked scare-boarding moves that he
decides to hike up the highest peak to ace the steepest run. But then an
avalanche hits, and when it clears, Zombie has no idea where he is. And the
Abominable Snow Golem thinks Zombie has come to take over the Mountain
Throne. Can Zombie convince him he is only there to scare-board, not steal the
crown?
Find out what happens as 12 year old Zombie has to pretend to be human and
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Steve pretends to be a zombie.
Zombie has to deal with one of the biggest and most terrifying enemies he has
ever faced in his preteen life - His feelings! Will Zombie survive? Or will his
preteen angst get the better of him?
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? After Steve and
Zombie accidentally launch a prototype display rocket and get sucked through a
wormhole (it's a long story), they are relieved to land safely back in the
Overworld. However, nothing is as it seems. Zombie's dad is organised, his mum
is scatty, he is allowed to stay up all day and the Humans are scaring the mobs!
Could they be in... a parallel universe?! Will they ever get homeor will this
alternate reality be too much fun to leave?
Its the Scare School pet show, and every mob whos any mob is entering. Every
mob except Zombie. He doesnt have a pet. But then Zombie finds a stray Pig in
the park, and convinces his parents to let him keep it. So the training beginshe
has one week to turn his Pig into champion material. Will Zombie and his Pig win
the pet show, or will it be utter pandemonium?
Summer Vacation is Almost Here and 12 Year Old Zombie Just Can't Wait! Join
Zombie on a Hilarious Adventure as He Tries to Make it Through the Last Few
weeks Before Summer Break. How much trouble can a 12 year old Zombie get
into, just to take his mind off of the grueling last few weeks before Summer
break? A lot more than you would expect! Find out about all of the crazy ideas
Zombie comes up with, just so he can have the best Summer ever. Jump into
This Zany Minecraft Adventure Today! Get Your Copy Now!
Zombie, Steve and their friends, must visit the Ocean monument to help prevent
Minecraft from being plunged into the depths of the sea. But it won't be easy.
He'll have to battle some of the weirdest undersea hostile mobs ever, in order to
save the day.
Join Zombie and his family on their crazy adventure as they face multiple
challenges trying to get to their 100th Year Zombie Family Reunion.
Can Zombie and his friends discover why creepy little Gnomes have started appearing on
everybody's lawn? Or will they get themselves in more outrageous trouble in this new zany
Minecraft adventure?
Zombies village has gone through some major changes after the gnome attack. All of a
sudden, all the houses in his village have mushroom tops, and big green pipes started popping
up on every street. Zombie doesnt mind this new look though. But things get even weirder
when two strange looking plumbers appear in the village. It seems like they have been
snooping around, looking for a lost princess. Join Zombie and his friends as they take a trip
down the drain to help these two brothers rescue a princess from a new and infamous villain.
"Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Zombie? In the first book of this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, you get to read the diary of an actual 12 year old Minecraft
Zombie. Take a peek at what is really between the hollow eyes, and dead expression that we
normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft. Are zombies really different
from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover."--Page 4 of cover.
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? All Zombie wants is to get
through eighth grade (and have loads of time for video gaming). But mysterious Uncle Umberto
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has turned up to tell him he is the Prince of the Hidden Biome. Zombie has to learn how to be a
prince in record time, before he returns with his uncle to take up the throne and rule the Hidden
Biome. But his subjects don't seem to want to be ruled. Will Zombie be able to bring order to
his unruly citizens or will his reign end in revolt?
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Humans only know so much
about mob life... Keep reading the diary of Zack Zombie to find out more! Scare-cation is over
and Zombie is back at Scare School. But this time he is in eighth grade and his thirteenth
birthday is coming up! And teenage life is tough! Join Zack in the next three books of this bestselling series as he tries to up his scare game, throw a killer Halloween birthday party and
prevent a Zombie apocalypse, all while trying to be the coolest mob kid in town. Includes: Book
8: Back to Scare School Book 9: Zombie's Birthday Apocalypse Book 10: One Bad Apple
It seems puberty hits zombies a lot differently than humans. And Zombie is going through
some major changes. But somebody forgot to tell Zombie that mutating is part of growing up.
So he's up to his eye sockets in drama. But will he be able to stop his metamorphosis in time to
save his village?
Zombie finally made it through 7th grade...And he even made it through one really crazy
summer! But will Zombie be able to survive through the first weeks of being an 8th grader in
Mob Scare School? Jump into this Zany Minecraft Adventure and find out! Get Your Copy
Today!
"Ever wonder what it would be like to be a Minecraft Zombie? In the first book of this hilarious
Minecraft adventure series, you get to read the diary of an actual 12 year old Minecraft
Zombie. Take a peek at what is really between the hollow eyes, and dead expression that we
normally see when we face the dreaded Zombies of Minecraft. Are zombies really different
from us? You'll be surprised at what you discover"--Page [4] cover.

Zombie Puberty Stinks! It seems Zombie is going through some major changes.
But he isn't the only one that's changing. There's a volcano that is threatening to
blow Zombie's village off the map. But will he be able to stop his metamorphosis
in time to save his village? Jump Into this New Minecraft Adventure and Find Out!
Zombie is up against some of the meanest and scariest mob bullies at school.
Will he be able to stop the mob bullies from terrorizing him and his friends, and
make it back in one piece? Get Your Copy Today and Jump into the Adventure
and See!
It's Halloween and its Zack the Zombie's Birthday! But there's a Zombie
Apocalypse Happening that May Totally Ruin his Birthday party! A Zombie
Apocalypse is threatening to end Minecraft as we know it. And it also just might
totally ruin Zack's 13th Birthday Party. But, will Zack and his friends be able to
stop the Zombie Apocalypse so that they can finally enjoy some cake and
cookies at Zack's Birthday Bash? Jump Into the Adventure and Find Out! Get
Your Copy Today!
Just when Zombies life seems to be getting back to normal, it gets turned upsidedown again. Adorable little gnomes are appearing on everyones lawns, but
nobody knows where they came from or why theyre there. But they seem pretty
cute, so Zombie doesnt mind. At the same time, people are mysteriously
vanishing into thin air and no-one knows where theyve gone. Can Zombie and
his friends uncover where the gnomes are from? Will they find out where people
are vanishing to? Will they be able to discover whats going on before its too late?
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Be the author of your very own Diary of a Minecraft Zombie book! Filled with
heaps of space to plan the ultimate Minecraft party, brag about your PVP wins
and make your own Minecraft Slime, this book is all you need to embrace the
Minecraft life. Writing a diary can be hard work, but don't worry, Zack Zombie is
here to guide you. Write your own life story about being (or becoming) the coolest
kid in school, avoiding homework and saving your town from impending doom (if
you're into that kinda stuff). With a bunch of activities and 36 lined pages, this
DIY Diary will give you hours of fun!
A Scare of a Dare
12 year old Zombie is back for another hilarious and exciting adventure. This time
Zombie is up against some of the meanest and scariest mob bullies at school.
Will he be able to stop the mob bullies from terrorizing him and his friends, and
make it back in one piece? Get Your Copy Today and Jump into the Adventure
and See! Get Your Copy Now!
"Join 12 year old zombie and all of his school friends, as they prepare to go on a
spring break "scarecation." What kind of crazy adventures can happen on a
Zombie scarecation? Imagine a Zombie amusement park full of fun and
excitement for all types of Minecraft Mobs - including a Mob Haunted
House!"--Page 4 of cover.
Summer Vacation is Almost Here and Zombie Just Can't Wait! Join Zombie on a
Hilarious Adventure as He Tries to Make it Through the Last Few weeks Before
Summer Break. How much trouble can a 12 year old Zombie get into, just to take
his mind off of the grueling last few weeks before Summer break? A lot more
than you would expect! Find out about all of the crazy ideas Zombie comes up
with, just so he can have the best Summer ever. Jump into This Zany Minecraft
Adventure Today!
Be the author of your very own Diary of a Minecraft Zombie book! Filled with
heaps of space to plan the ultimate Minecraft party, brag about your PVP wins
and make your own Minecraft slime, this book is all you need to embrace the
Minecraft life. Zack Zombie is here to guide you in writing your own life story
about being (or becoming) the coolest kid in school, avoiding homework and
saving your town from impending doom (if youre into that kinda stuff). With a
bunch of activities and over 100 lined pages, this DIY diary will give you hours of
fun!
It seems Minecraft has gone through another major update. But something went
wrong, and half of the Minecraft Overworld has disappeared! Will Zombie and
Steve be able to save their friends, and bring Minecraft back to being the kid
friendly game loved all over the world? Jump Into Another Hilarious Minecraft
Adventure and Find Out!
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Take a peek
into the diary of twelve-year-old Zack Zombie. He's just like you and me, only a
little more green and a lot more DEAD! Join Zack on his rotten adventures with
the first 14 books of this best-selling series. Read as he and his friends take on
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school, camp, a body swap and even an apocalypse! Not to mention bullies, girls
and double dares. Urgh-Zack is doomed for sure. Bonus DIY Diary included-be
the author of your very own Diary of a Minecraft Zombie book!
Have you ever wondered what life is like for a Minecraft Zombie? Boogiemans
Big Top circus is in town! Death-defying trapeze artists, loose-limbed
contortionists, treacherous foot juggling and, worst of all, creepy clowns. Whats
more, its open to the public! Zombie and his friends cant wait to get involved. But
then Zombies mum, Mildred, disappears... and no one except him seems
worried. Zombie has to juggle practising his act, looking after his dad and little
brother AND leading the investigation to find his mum. Can he hold it all together,
find his mum and pull off the craziest act in the circus?
Zombie Has Discovered New and Amazing Creatures in the Minecraft World
called Pixelmon! Except little by little the Pixelmon are disappearing and nobody
knows why. Can Zombie, Steve and their Minecraft friends save the Pixelmon
from utter extinction?
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